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1. **The Rites of War and Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises.**
   - Abstract: This essay uses Samuel Hynes and Eric Leisure to argue that Jake's act of the bullfight manifests a structural replication of his war experience and the passions of war. This replication ultimately proves salutary. Moreover, Jake's role of a sexual observer, while also speaking to the transitional nature of modern disillusionment, is placing center stage social mobilization, spectatorship, and narration rather than personal growth or transformation.
   - Publication: 1926
   - Source: Academic Journal
   - PDF Full Text (254KB)

2. **Two Americans and a Brit Gored in Spanish Bull Running Festival.**
   - Abstract: Pamplona's nine day festival was made famous in Ernest Hemingway's 1926 novel The Sun Also Rises and attracts thousands of foreign tourists.
   - Publication: 2015
   - Source: Periodical
   - HTML Full Text

3. **Read a Hemingway-Era Account of the Running of the Bulls.**
   - Abstract: "In the second week of July, Pamplona becomes bull-mad."
   - Publication: 2015
   - Source: Periodical
   - HTML Full Text

4. **THE READING LIST.**
   - Abstract: A list of books read by U.S. Admiral James G. Stavridis is presented which include "From Here to Eternity" by James Jones, "The Cruel Sea" by Nicholas Monsarrat, and "The Sun Also Rises" by Ernest Hemingway.
   - Publication: 2015
   - Source: Periodical
   - PDF Full Text (703KB)
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1. **The Old Man and the Sauce.**
   - American Road. Autumn 2015, Vol. 13
   - Find all my search terms: the sun also rises AND hemingway
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